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“It’s OK when we do it!”
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President Joe Biden urged Americans to reject the same demographic
“replacement theory” that he once cited as a “source of our strength” and
something to be “proud of.”

Yes, really.

Biden made the comments while preparing to leave DC to visit the scene of the
Buffalo mass shooting, carried out by a white supremacist who cited the theory, which
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holds that whites are being demographically replaced by non-whites in western
countries, as a motivation for the attack.

“I believe anybody who echoes replacement theory is to blame — not for this
particular crime — but it’s for no purpose, no purpose except profit and/or political
benefit. And it’s wrong, it’s just simply wrong,” Biden told reporters.

He then repeated the talking point after arriving in Buffalo, asking Americans to “to
reject the lie” of replacement theory.

“I condemn those who spread the lie for power, political gain, and for profit,” Biden
said. “We have now seen too many times the deadly and destructive violence this
ideology unleashes.”

He also mentioned “folks on television stations” pushing the same rhetoric, an
obvious attempt to smear Fox News host Tucker Carlson.

Despite him calling on Americans to reject “replacement theory,” Biden himself has
promoted it on more than one occasion.

During a White House Summit in early 2015, Biden said America being “flooded” with
an “unrelenting” “wave” of immigrants was a good thing that Americans should be
“proud of.”

“It’s not going to stop,” Biden said. “Nor should we want it to stop. As a matter of fact,
one of the things I think we can be most proud of.”

“An unrelenting stream of immigration. Nonstop, nonstop. Folks like me who are
Caucasian, of European descent, for the first time in 2017 [sic] we’ll be an absolute
minority in the United States of America. Absolute minority,” Biden continued. “Fewer
than 50% of the people in America from then and on will be white European stock.
That’s not a bad thing. That’s a source of our strength.”

As Chris Menahan documents, Biden also promoted replacement theory during a
Zoom call with black civil rights leaders in December 2020.
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“If we cannot make significant progress on racial equity, this country is doomed,”
Biden said. “It is doomed.”

“Not just because of African-Americans, but because by 2040 this country is going to
be minority white European,” Biden continued. “You hear me? Minority white
European. And you guys are going to have to start working more with Hispanics, who
make up a larger portion of the population than y’all do.”

Apparently, when one argues that whites being demographically replaced is a bad
thing, that’s dangerous and represents extremist promotion of a conspiracy theory
that isn’t happening.

However, when one promotes the same theory but argues it’s a good thing, that’s a
legitimate, virtuous, progressive talking point.

As Michael Anton summarizes, “Depending on who’s doing the talking, the
demographic transformation of the United States is either a glorious trend that
portends a permanent Democratic majority and a more ‘vibrant’ future, or else a
‘conspiracy theory’ that is not happening in any way at all, no-how.”

Tom Elliott posted a compilation of leftists, news personalities and politicians all
promoting ‘replacement theory’.

“It’s OK when we do it!”
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